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The  detailed research  by Richard and Mary Rouse  into the  world  of the Paris
Stationers and all men and  women  in the book trade of that city has resulted in
the discovery of how  Richard  of Gloucester  probably acquired his  copy of a
volume of the  Grande: cbmnique: de  France, which  was in France written  circa
1380-1400  and illustrated there  tin-a  1400-10  and in  which  he put his signature,
BL MS  Royal  20 C vii, folio  134.‘ The  detail  is  buried  in the  documents relating
to the trial for treason of  Jean  Fusoris, Canon of Note-Dame, Paris, in  1415-
16.  Fusoris  (Le  Fondeur), first suspected  of passing information  to the  English
at the time  Henry V  was  besieging Hatfleur, was  a  learned  man, expert in ge-
ometry, astrology and  medicine, who  hoped  that a marriage  between  Henry V
and Katherine, the king of France’s daughter, would prevent war.  He met
Henry personally and described him as looking more like a  priest  than a  sol-
dier.  In 1414 he had  become friendly with  Richard Courtenay, Bishop of  Not-
wich, and other  English  ambassadors staying in Paris.

The  documents of  Fusoris’ trial  contain  fascinating pictures of the cultural
and commercial  comings  and  goings  at the Hotel de Bourbon, near the Louvre
palace, where the ambassadors were besieged  daily by a  host  of  booksell-
ers/Stationers, goldsmiths, illuminators, ”lenient, and doctors, all trying to  sell

their  wares.  Not only Fusoris was  successful in  gaining the  bishop of  Nor-
wich’s attention. From  Regnault du  Montet, librain', Courtenay bought several
romances: a  Trina”, at 151  e’zm, and a  book  by Froissart and an  Ovid  for firm
80  e’m. Regnault also  tried to sell the  bishop a Boethius, but this  fell  through
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because  they were unable to agree on the  price, the  bishop offering four  elm
and the  bookseller  asking six.

Regnault  had  been  born firm 1375. His adult career  coincided with  one of
the  unhappiest  periods in the  history of his city, subject to the  dangers  and
deprivations  of  civil war, war against the  English  and then the  English  occupa-
tion.  He worked at the  sign  of the  Etaile  in the rue des  Ecrivains (rue  de la
Paxcheminerie) on the  Left  Bank and frequently sold books  to the  duke  of
Berry and valued the duke’s books at his  death  in 1416.  Because  of his  com-
mercial  contact with  the English  ambassadors  he  became  one of the witnesses
at Fusoris’ trial.  He was imprisoned in the Petit Chitelet and  then  released on
bail.  When  questioned, the first thing Regnault had to  admit  to the  court  was
that  he had  been  to  England once, ‘when King Richard  was alive’. He had
travelled, without safe-conduct, to  visit  the mute de  Kathe/din  — Edward, Earl of
Rutland, later duke of York— to  receive  60  €214: for 101 [I'm de:  Cmnique: de Frame
which  he had  sold  to the earl.  From  Paris Regnault  went  to  Calais, thence to
England, where  he  stayed  six  days, no more; the  crossing cost him one Em. His
expenses were  paid for by the  earl  in the shape of 1m dmp d’oxtade, a cloth of
worsted. Presumably he was  paid  the sum  owing as  well.  When  Rutland
bought  the  book  is not  said, not whether he acquired any other  booksfrom
Regnault, but the 60 elm  appear  to refer to this ‘a  book  of the Chronicles of
France’ only; whether  this means  one volume or  a  complete  set is not ex-
plained, but one  volume seems likely.  In  View  of the  prices  that the bishop of
Norwich paid  for  other books  the chronicles were not very expensive.

We  know  that Rutland had been an emissary to  France  on several occa-
sions between  1395 and 97 and  given  the  scene  at the ambassadors’ lodgings  in
Paris in 1414 it is  likely his  purchase  took place in  similar  circumstances in the
13905.  The  books  Regnault  sold  to the  bishop of  Norwich  in 1414 were all
‘second—hand’ — their  original owners  are  mentioned  by name in his  deposition,
one was a squire, the other a  scholar. Regnault  was  merely the  middle  man,
receiving six £274: and two mm for his trouble.  Though  no  previous  owner is
mentioned  for the  Grande: mniqtm, it is possible that Rutland, too, acquired a
book  that had been  begun  for  someone  else; its curious unfinished  state alone
led Richard and Mary Rouse  to this  conclusion.  A  member  of the house of
Anjou  has  been  put  forward  as a  possible intended  first owner and in  view  of
Regnault’s  connection with  the duke of  Berry, it is also  possible  that he  played
a  similar part some  time after Berry’s brother, Louis  I, Duke  of Anjou and  titu-
lar  King of  Naples, died  in 1384, acquiring some of the deceased’s  books. His
son, Louis  II, may have been in  need  of  money for his  campaign  to obtain the
Provence and other  lands. Such ownership would  explain the  sumptuousness
and  perhaps  the  unfinished state  of the  manuscript, though it  would  require a
slightly earlier  date of  production.  It may have  been essential  for Regnault to
get the  money fromthe  English  earl  because  it was  owed  to  someone  else,
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though if that were fine it is  curious  he did not mention his  royal  patron at the
trial.

None  of the  book’s owners was apparently worried  by its  incompleteness;
its text, the richness of  '  its  surviving decoration and its  unusual  sequence of
miniatures illustrating the  visit  of the  Emperor Charles  IV to  Paris  in  January
1378  made  it  a  very worthwhile acquisin'on.  Rutland’s cousin, Humphrey,
Duke of Gloucester, later  owned  the  preceding volume, covering the history of
France up to  1270.  For Richard of  Gloucester  it  neatly completed  his  series  of
history books and we can assume that it  belonged  to his father, Richard of
York, before it  came  to him and adds one more title to York’s  small  but inter-
esting collection.
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